Abstract: In the spirit of topological entropy we introduce new complexity functions for general dynamical systems (namely groups and semigroups acting on closed manifolds) but with an emphasis on the dynamics induced on underlying simplicial complexes. For expansive systems remarkable properties are observed. Known examples are revisited and new examples are presented.
Introduction
Given a dynamical system, namely a space together with a set of maps whose composition makes sense, people usually are interested in measures of complexity for the orbits of points, or suitable averages of those. If a set of (geometric-topological) spaces are related through mappings that induce an equivalence relation and moreover those mappings traduce the dynamics in one space to the others, it is of natural interest to construct non-trivial estimators of the interplay between the dynamics, geometry and topology that remain unchanged as we move along an equivalence class.
This work arose from disputations between both authors to get a deeper understanding of terminology accepted within the community, the common root of this discussions was topological entropy. Known relations between entropy and homology sparsed within the literature softened the initial debate, giving the hope that some agreement could take place.
After a rather dry period where not much could be rescued, the authors realised that some issues had been left out of the field. A first clue came from [Lef] .
We consider dynamical systems over a closed manifold (i.e. compact without boundary), that we denote either by V or W, together with a countable or discrete set of maps from the space to itself such that their composition makes sense (i.e. a discrete group or semigroup acting on V ), denoted in this work by Γ. We refer to the generic dynamical system of this type by (V, Γ). We assume that all the metrics on V (or W ), Riemannian or not, are compatible with the topology.
In Section 2 the basic framework and facts concerning open covers of compact spaces are displayed: this setting will be fundamental for this work, and the interested reader is encouraged to visit the references to have a deeper insight.
In Section 3 a compromise between Algebraic Topology and Dynamics is proposed. We identify the system (V, Γ) with a Γ-space V, where Γ is an amenable and discrete group or semigroup, to define notions of complexity in the spirit of topological entropy, but with an emphasis on the evolution of the nerve of open covers. The convergence of those complexity functions is ensured under natural assumptions (see [Or-We] ), as a generalisation of the case when Γ is either N or Z, and some basic estimates for them are presented.
In Section 3.1 we describe a particular type of Γ-spaces, namely expansive Γ-spaces. The first remarkable issue of the expansive property is that it can be characterised using either set-theoretic or geometric tools. The set theoretic characterisation leads to the concept of generator, an open cover that has a good response to the action of Γ, say. In the context of Algebraic Topology it could be seen as a complex that under the action of Γ evolves towards an acceptable approximation of the space. Some basic estimates for the growth of the number of simplices in such an evolution are obtained.
Then in Section 3.2 we describe in which sense the evolved nerves of generating open covers approximate the space. Estimates given in the previous sections are refined to get a better dynamical understanding, and special sequences of open covers are naturally chosen, to get a better control of the generating process. Simple links with Topology are presented. Section 3.3 deals with the behaviour of the complexity functions introduced under conjugacies, the standard equivalence relation in the category of dynamical systems.
We begin Section 4 with canonical examples of expansive N or Z-spaces. The list of examples is far from being exhaustive, although it should convince the reader, together with the results in the previous sections, of the richness of the subject. Those examples provide a motivation to consider more general Γ-spaces that have the expansive property. This section ends with general results that allow the reader to construct new examples from known ones, and some applications are mentioned.
Finally, in Section 5 we make some observations and/or reflections, and suggest further possibilities.
From open covers to simplicial complexes
Consider a compact and connected metric space, say (V, d V ), and the totality of finite covers of V by open sets, that we denote by C V . One calls the members of C V open covers. If α and β are in C V , one says that α is finer than β if every element in α is contained in some element in β, and writes α ≻ β. We denote by α∩ β the refinement of α by β (or equivalently the refinement of β by α): its elements are intersections of one element from α and another from β.
Given α in C V there is a canonical simplicial complex associated to α, known as the nerve 1 of α . Let △ k (α) denote the set consisting of all the k-simplices in such a complex, so that |△ k (α)| is the number of those. For example, if α is the trivial cover for V , then |△ k (α)| is equal to zero whenever k is bigger or equal than one.
One says that α is irreducible if there is no β finer than α that admits a strict simplicial embedding from its nerve to the nerve of α, i.e. if there is no β finer than α so that the nerve of β is a proper sub-complex of the nerve of α. It is useful to be aware of:
Lemma 2.1. For every k in N and α in C V the minimum of |△ k (β)| among those β's finer than α is obtained for irreducible β's. In particular, if α is irreducible, then the minimum mentioned above is obtained for α itself. The same is true for the sum
1 See [Lef] for details concerning the statements in this section.
The proof of the Lemma follows from the observation that irreducible covers are cofinal in the directed set (C V , ≻), namely if α is irreducible then for every β finer than α all the simplicial maps from the nerve of β to the nerve of α compatible with ≻ are surjective.
Dynamics
Let Γ be a countable amenable 2 group (semigroup) acting by homeomorphisms (endomorphisms) on V , say Γ : V → V , and consider the action of Γ's inverses on elements of C V : if γ is in Γ we have a map γ : V → V and also an induced map γ −1 : C V → C V , where in the case of semigroups we understand that γ −1 A is given by V ∩ {v | γv ∈ A} for every subset A of V. Whenever F is a finite subset of Γ and α is in C V we set
Regarding the structure of the nerve of α F as F increases, we infer properties that take into account both the topology of V and the dynamics induced by Γ therein. For these purposes consider real valued functions evaluated on nerves of open covers, say
Conditions 3.1. Whenever α and β are in C V :
Let { F (n) | n ∈ N } be a Følner sequence for Γ. If S satisfies Conditions 3.1, then the limit of S(α F (n) ) 1/|F (n)| as n goes to infinity exists independently of the Følner sequence, and is equal to
by the Orstein-Weiss Lemma (see [Or-We] ).
Consider the collection { △ k (α) | k ∈ N } of simplices making up the nerve of α and functions of { |△ k (α)| | k ∈ N } that satisfy the Conditions 3.1 mentioned before. Good choices of those lead to invariants of (V, Γ). We propose some families of those: we call the first family the higher order entropies of (V, Γ) (the entropy of order zero being the usual topological entropy), although sometimes we deal with their relatives that we call the mean simplicial numbers.
Definition 3.2.
The entropy of order k of the system (V, Γ), that we denote by
2. The mean simplicial number up to dimension k of the system (V, Γ), that we denote by
The consistence of the last definitions is ensured by the next Lemma. Proof: Conditions 1 and 3 follow directly from the Definition of S k . The only nonstandard argument is the one needed for Condition 2. For those purposes we leave to the reader the proof of the fact that for α refined with itself k times, namely for k 0 α , we have
Hence from the simple inequality
taking the minimum over all α ′ ≻ α and all β ′ ≻ β and then noting that as subsets of C V one has the inclusion {α ′ ∩ β ′ | α ′ ≻ α , β ′ ≻ β} ⊆ {ζ | ζ ≻ α ∩ β}, the required inequality follows after recalling Definition 3.2. Being the sequence { h k (V, Γ) | k ∈ N } non-decreasing in k one wonders how much could it grow as k increases. We give a simple (double sided) bound.
Lemma 3.5. For every k and α one has the inequalities Proof : The result follows from the inequalities G 0 (α) ≤ G k (α) ≤ G 0 (α) k+1 and the observations made in the Proof of Lemma 3.3.
Expansive Systems
Let Γ : V → V be an be a group (semigroup) acting on V. We say that (V, d V , Γ) is expansive if there exists a constant c strictly bigger than zero such that for every u different from v there exists some γ in Γ with
Remark 3.6. Every c that satisfies the condition given before is called an expansivity constant for (V, d V , Γ). The expansivity constants depend on the given metric d V , but the existence of those constants does not, and therefore one can omit the metric and say that Γ acts expansively on V, or that (V, Γ) is expansive.
contains at most one point. Thus if α is a generator for (V, Γ) then all the open sets making up α F have an arbitrary small diameter for big enough subsets F of Γ, and each of them is connected.
A generator should be considered as being a good initial condition to reconstruct the skeleton of V using Γ. A moment of thought shows (see [Wal] ) that (V, Γ) is expansive if and only there exists at least one generator for (V, Γ) in C V .
Being familiar with all what has been said we can deduce some properties of expansive dynamical systems:
is expansive, where Γ is an amenable group or semigroup. Then for every k we have that h 0 (V, Γ) coincides with h k (V, Γ).
Proof:
We begin by deducing a Lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Assume that S : C V → R + satisfies the Conditions in 3.1. Let H(α, Γ) be given by the limit
where { F (n) | n ∈ N } is some Følner sequence for Γ. The supremum of H(α, Γ) as α varies within C V is a maximum, and is attained for each generator for (V, Γ).
Proof: Let β be any open cover for V, and let ǫ be a Lebesgue number for it (with respect to some metric d V ), i.e. a positive real number such that every subset of V whose diameter is at most ǫ is contained in some element of β. If α is a generator for (V, Γ), then for big enough n the diameter of every member of α F (n) is at most ǫ, whence α F (n) ≻ β. The proof of the Lemma is finished if one invokes the Conditions in 3.1 to note that
Let α be a generator for (V, Γ): then so is k 0 α. Using Lemma 3.7 and Definition 3.2 we deduce the chain of equalities and inequalities
Comparing with the statements in Lemma 3.5, Theorem A is obtained.
The evolution of the nerve of α F as F increases
Given a non trivial open cover, say α in C V , consider the evolution of α F as F increases. If (V, Γ) is expansive and α is a generator, then for big enough F the components of α F are homotopically trivial (i.e. connected and contractible) open sets in V, as we can infer from Section 3.1. As F increases the diameter of each component of α F tends to zero for every metric on V : the number of components in α F grows exponentially fast for big enough F, the rate been given by h 0 (V, Γ), say.
It is natural to guess that the nerve of α F reflects, for big enough F, some algebrotopological properties of V. For those purposes we recall (see [Hat] for example) that if V is compact, then the nerve of an open cover β is homotopically equivalent to V provided that β satisfies the following condition: every intersection of its members is contractible.
Pasting what has been said we have: Theorem B. Let (V, Γ) be expansive. Assume that α is a generator for (V, Γ). Then for big enough subsets F of Γ the nerve of α F and V are homotopically equivalent.
Theorem A together with Theorem B give a rough but eloquent quantitative and qualitative description for the evolution of the nerve of any generator of (V, Γ) (see In what follows we explore the sense of Theorems A and B.
From Definition 3.2 and Lemma 2.1 we know that given an open cover α the positive integer S k (α) is equal to G k (β) for some irreducible β finer than α. Hence if we consider the sequence { S k (α F (n) ) | n ∈ N } there exists, for every n in N, at least one irreducible β k,n finer than α F (n) so that S k (α F (n) ) is equal to G k (β k,n ). Fix k and let { β k,n | n ∈ N } denote a sequence in C V consisting of irreducible covers that achieve, for each n in N, the minimum of
then for every n we have the lower bound
Assume that the Følner sequence { F (n) | n ∈ N } is monotone increasing, with the first term consisting only of the identity in Γ (we choose our semigroups with an identity). From
and Conditions 3.1 we observe that
to infer by recursion the estimate
We summarise what has been said in a Proposition:
Proposition 3.8. Let α be a given cover of V by open sets, and choose a Følner sequence { F (n) | n ∈ N } for the amenable group/semigroup Γ acting on V. Then for every k there exists a sequence { β k,n | n ∈ N } of irreducible open covers depending only on α and the sequence { F (n) } satisfying for every n the estimates
the constant C k (α) being the best lower bound for G k (β) among those β's finer than α.
In particular if l ≤ k then
for some m provided
Moreover if (V, Γ) is expansive and α is a generator one can replace
Proposition 3.8 is a refinement of Theorem A.
The sequences { β k,n | n ∈ N } mentioned in Proposition 3.8 are also useful to understand the sense and/or meaning of Theorem B.
For those purposes first we observe that if α is a generator for (V, Γ) then so is every open cover finer than α. Let { F (n) | n ∈ N } be a Følner sequence for Γ : then for every n we have that α F (n) is finer than α, and in turn for every k and n the irreducible covers β k,n mentioned in Proposition 3.8 are finer than α F (n) , in particular they are also generators for (V, Γ). Thus according to Theorem B for big enough n the nerve of the irreducible β k,n is homotopically equivalent to V.
Recall that if K is a simplicial complex whose dimension is d one usually denotes by
denotes the R-module of i-chains on K we have, from the exactness of (C * (K, R), ∂), the isomorphism
If no confussion arises we identify c i (K), z i (K) and b i (K) with the real dimension of
Using the previous nomenclature one defines
is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of K. The equalities for B i (K) and c i (K) entail that χ −1 (K) is equal to the sum
Having the previous standard facts in mind, if α is an open cover for V, identify the simplicial complex associated to the nerve of α with the symbol K(α). From the definitions/constructions one has the equality c i (K(α)) = |△ i (α)| for every i in N (see Section 2), therefore
From Theorem B, the facts leading to Proposition 3.8 and a little bit of algebra we are able to assert the next result:
Proposition 3.9. Let (V, Γ) be expansive, and for a fixed k let { β k,n | n ∈ N } be some sequence of irreducible open covers depending on the generator α and the Følner sequence { F (n) | n ∈ N } mentioned in Proposition 3.8. Then for n big enough we have the equalities
where d is the dimension of V.
Proof: From the remarks after Proposition 3.8 and appealing to Theorem B we have for every k and n big enough that the nerve of β k,n is homotopically equivalent to V, therefore the Betti numbers of K(β k,n ) coincide with those of V. Moreover if β is irreducible then |△ k (β)| is equal to zero whenever k is bigger than the dimension of V.
The set of sequences { { K(β k,n ) | n ∈ N } | k ∈ {0, ..., d} } describe series of simplicial complexes that approximate, for each k, the space V up to homotopy equivalence as n increases. For each n we have, for every k, a simplicial embedding from the nerve of β k,n to the nerve of α F (n) .
Proposition 3.8 provides interesting quantitative links for the number of simplices in those sets. Moreover, if (V, Γ) is expansive, since the diameter of the open covers inducing those sequences are decreasing as n increases, then for m big enough the irreducible covers β k,n+m 's will have a diameter smaller than some Lebesgue number of the β k,n 's, yielding a pattern of surjective simplicial maps between some elements in each sequence and between all the sequences. This leads to the construction of subsequences with meaningful simplicial maps between them.
Those subsequences together with the estimates in Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 provide us with a better dynamical understanding of the growth of simplices due to the action of Γ on V, assuming expansiveness, that the imaginative reader could regard as movies.
Conjugacies
Two systems (V, Γ) and (W, Γ) are said to be conjugated if there exists an homeomorphism x : V → W that interwinds the action of Γ, i.e. an homeomorphism between V and W that is Γ-equivariant. The notion of being conjugated is a strong equivalence relation in the category of dynamical systems: not only the underlying (topological-geometric) spaces in question are homeomorphic, moreover the dynamics induced by the maps are, up to a continuous change of coordinates say, equivalent.
The next result ensure us that the family of entropies and/or mean simplicial numbers that we have defined provide a set of conjugacy invariants in the category of dynamical systems. Proof: Assume that (V, Γ) and (W, Γ) are conjugated, let x : V → W be the homeomorphism between V and W making up the conjugation, and let x −1 be its (bijective) inverse. Then whenever α belongs to C W we have that x −1 α is in C V . By definition/construction we have the relations
and in virtue of the same argument we deduce that
, where now x is considered as x −1 's (bijective) inverse. We conclude that S k (α) = S k (x −1 α) for every (non-negative) integer k and every α in C W : by the same token S k (β) = S k (xβ) whenever β is in C V .
Recall now Definition 3.2 to conclude that h k (α, Γ) = h k (x −1 α, Γ) and h k (β, Γ) = h k (xβ, Γ) hold for each k, with α and β being open covers for W and V, respectively. Since x −1 : C W → C V and x : C V → C W are bijective maps making up the conjugation, it suffices to invoke Definition 3.2 once more to conclude the proof.
Theorem C ensures that the set of numbers { h k (V, Γ) | k ∈ N } provide a set of conjugacy invariants in the category of dynamical systems. Thanks to Lemma 3.5 we know that they are of interest only when the usual (topological) entropy is different from zero.
Remark 3.10. From Theorem B we infer that if (V, Γ) and (W, Γ) are conjugated and if we know that one of them is expansive, then the simplicial complexes associated to the nerve of any of their generators evolve to complexes that are homotopy equivalent. 3 4 Examples
As explained in Section 3.2, if V admits an expansive action of a group (semigroup) Γ we can reconstruct a complex that is homotopy equivalent to V if we take as an initial condition the nerve associated to an open cover that is a generator for (V, Γ).
If the dimension of V is either one or two the classification of closed orientable manifolds is complete and extremely simple. In those cases if V and W are homotopically equivalent finite and boundaryless simplicial complexes then they are homeomorphic, and even diffeomorphic if they are endowed with a smooth structure.
In the context of algebra, the simplest amenable groups and semigroups are Z and N respectively. Moreover, an important part of the results in dynamical systems during the last century could be regarded as theorems concerning the action of either Z or N on manifolds (see [Sm] for example).
Thus to understand expansive actions of amenable groups and/or semigroups on closed orientable manifolds it is natural to begin with the simplest examples, i.e. with Z and/or N actions on closed (orientable) manifolds, to then consider abelian actions of products of those.
Dimension one
The only closed one dimensional manifold up to homeomorphism is S 1 . If Γ is equal to N, then (S 1 , N) is expansive if one considers the N-action n : θ → k n θ for some fixed k in Z whose absolute value is bigger than one. If no confussion arises we denote such a map by f : S 1 → S 1 , so that f n (θ) = kf n−1 (θ) whenever n is a natural number, and recall that maps of the same degree on S 1 are conjugated.
Consider for simplicity the case when k is equal to two. Let α be the open cover of S 1 given by { ] − ǫ , π + ǫ[ , ]π − ǫ, ǫ[ } for some positive ǫ that is small enough. Then α is a generator, and it is well known that h 0 (α, f ) = h 0 (S 1 , f ) = log 2 (see Figure 1 ).
Dimension two
Closed manifolds of dimension two, also known as compact Riemann surfaces, are the basic test of (almost) every theory that wishes to be extended to higher dimensions.
The classification of them up to diffeomorphism is extremely simple, and everyone can distinguish among them by the number of holes (or the intersection form in the first homolgy group with Z 2 coefficients). Within the orientable ones we will construct expansive actions of either Z, N or N 2 , depending on the genus. 
Here α consists of two semicircles overlapping in a neighborhood of θ = 0 and θ = π, with T being equal to 0, 1 or 2 (from left to right).
Actions of Z
Expansive homeomorphisms (or expansive actions of Z) in compact Riemann surfaces of positive genus were constructed in [Ob-Re] . We briefly explain some ideas.
Consider the standard Anosov homeomorphism on the 2-torus (see Section 4.3.1 for general definitions), namely the one induced by the matrix
on R 2 . Let h : T 2 → T 2 be the induced homeomorphism that turns out to be expansive, and note that if h : W → W induces an expansive action of Z then so does h k : W → W whenever k is a positive integer.
Let Σ g denote the orientable Riemann surface of genus g, and consider a branched cover x : Σ g → Σ 1 = T 2 to construct a homeomorphism f : Σ g → Σ g by lifting h k through x for some k. If the pair (x, f ) can be constructed, then f : Σ g → Σ g provides an expansive action of Z on Σ g (observe that this is not true in higher dimensions because the branch set could have strictly positive dimension, and the dynamics of the lifted map, namely f, need not be expansive therein).
Considering standard relations that the map x : Σ g → T 2 should satisfy at the level of the fundamental groups to achieve a branched cover, lifts of iterates of h 3 : T 2 → T 2 are constructed for every g bigger than one in [Ob-Re] , providing the desired expansive systems (Σ g , Z) whenever g is different from zero.
Some years later J. Lewowicz (see [Lew] ) found an interesting compromise between expansive actions of Z on hyperbolic Riemann surfaces and neat constructions/results on Teichmüller theory due to W. Thurston (see [Th] ). The result in [Lew] can be rephrased using the language developed in [Th] as follows:
Theorem D. (Lewowicz-Thurston) Let Σ g be a closed and orientable hyperbolic Riemann surface, and assume that f : Σ g → Σ g induces an expansive action of Z (those actions are known to exist due to the constructions in [Ob-Re] ). Let T (Σ g ) denote the Teichmüller space of Σ g . Then for some f * conjugated to f the induced action of f * on the closure of
has exactly two fixed points. Those points are on the boundary of T (Σ g ) and correspond to projective classes of mutually transverse measured laminations on Σ g .
One of those projective classes has a representative that expands under the action of f * , while the other contracts (one says that f is conjugated to a pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism).
It is also proved in [Lew] that only S 2 does not admit an expansive action of Z.
Actions of N
It is rather easy to see that V admits an expansive action of N if and only if there exists a map f : V → V whose degree it at least two. A necessary condition for the existence of such a map is that the simplicial volume of V is equal to zero (see [Gro1] ), and then V must be either the two sphere or the two torus. On T 2 an expansive action of N can be easily constructed, although in S 2 it is not possible to achieve that (see Section 4.3.2 for both issues).
Therefore to complete the program of reconstructing every orientable closed manifold whose dimension is two from a simplicial complex that has a simpler structure we are led to consider higher rank actions.
Actions of N 2
An expansive action of N 2 on T 2 = S 1 × S 1 can be achieved using expansive actions of N on S 1 (see Section 4.1) if one considers the remarks in Section 4.3.3 concerning cartesian products of expansive systems.
An expansive action of N 2 on S 2 is constructed as a particular case of Theorem E in Section 4.3.3 (see Theorem F).
Higher dimensional examples
There exist characterisations of expansive actions on closed manifolds of the simplest amenable group and semigroup, namely Z and N respectively. As explained below, for N-actions such a description is rather complete.
Actions of Z
Let V be a closed manifold admitting two foliations of complementary dimension that are transversal all over V, and let f : V → V be a diffeomorphism preserving those foliations. Assume furthermore that f stricly expands the current corresponding to one of those foliations and strictly contracts the other one (see [Ru-Su] , [Law] ). One says that (V, f ) is Anosov, and it is easy to see that Anosov systems provide examples of expansive Z-actions.
A good introduction to Anosov systems can be found in [Sm] , and modulo examples unknown to the authors in all the systems of this type the underlying space is, up to conjugation, an infra-nilmanifold, i.e. a co-compact quotient of a connected simply connected nilpotent Lie group, say G, the quotient being induced by the action of a discrete subgroup of G, say Υ, that is finitely generated, nilpotent, and has no elements of finite order (see [Sm] again), generalising linear automorphisms on tori. If f : G/Υ → G/Υ is Anosov, then the linear map induced at the level of Lie algebras has no eigenvalues in the unit circle, and an important part of the structure of these systems can be decoded by algebraic means (see [Lau-Will] ).
A well known conjecture asserts that every Anosov system of the compact type should be conjugated to an automorphism of an infra-nilmanifold. However, since expansiveness is a property invariant under conjugation, it is natural to think that not every expansive Z-action on an infra-nilmanifold is of the Anosov type.
Actions of N
It is proved in [Co-Re] that on closed manifolds a map f : V → V represents an expansive action of N if and only if such a map is expanding in the sense of [Gro2] , namely if for some metric d on V and every point v in V there exists exists a neighbourhood of that point such that f * d > d outside the diagonal therein.
The following discussion is based on [Gro2] . It is shown that a necessary condition for the existence of a map of this type on a closed manifold is that their universal cover is homeomorphic to R n . To achieve that M. Gromov notes that the lift of those maps to the universal cover are globally expanding for some metric invariant under deck transformations, a condition that is easy to verify.
The simplest examples of this kind are induced by linear maps on R n whose eigenvalues are greater than one and that are compatible with the action of discrete free groups on R n , say Υ : R n → R n , so that V = R n /Υ is compact. The invariant metric in those examples is of course the very-flat canonical one (see [Be] ): every flat manifold of this type admits an expanding action of N, a result that Gromov attributes to D. Epstein and M. Shub.
Assuming an upper bound on the Jacobian of the map one sees that a necessary condition for the existence of an expanding map on a closed manifold, say V, is that the fundamental group must have polynomial growth. The analogous result without assuming that the map is differentiable and obtained using techniques from Geometric Group Theory is due to J. Franks.
Hence the candidates are closed aspherical manifolds that admit metrics of non-negative Ricci curvature (see [Gro1] , for example). Needless to say, those are necessary conditions. Posterior work of Shub (see [Gro2] ) enables to assert that an expanding system (V, N) is conjugate to an infra-nil-endomorphism 4 if and only if the fundamental group of V contains a nilpotent subgroup of finite index.
Finally, since the main result in [Gro2] claims that every finitely generated group with polynomial growth is virtually nilpotent, one concludes that every expansive N-action on a closed manifold is conjugated to an infra-nil-endomorphism.
Higher rank actions
Let { V ω | ω ∈ Ω } be a finite collection of closed manifolds so that for each ω in Ω the space V ω admits an expansive action of a group or semigroup Γ ω . By means of the set theoretic characterisation of expansiveness (Section 3.1) one readily sees that the Cartesian product of them, say V := × ω∈Ω V ω , also admits an expansive action of Γ := × ω∈Ω Γ ω . In all those cases one has the equalities
whenever k is a positive integer. By those means new examples can be easily constructed.
Consider now the join of the finite collection of spaces { V ω | ω ∈ Ω }, denoted by ∨ ω∈Ω V ω , where in each of the V ω 's a base point v ω,0 is understood. Inside the Cartesian product of the V ω 's collapse the join of the spaces to a point, to get the smash of { V ω | ω ∈ Ω }, usually written as ∧ ω∈Ω V ω .
In the category of topological spaces (with base points) the smash product is a commutative and associative functor. Hence if Γ ω is a group or semigroup acting on V ω having the base point v ω,0 as a fixed element for every ω, then there is a natural action of { Γ ω | ω ∈ Ω} on ∧ ω∈Ω V ω , denoted by
that is commutative and associative with respect to the different ω coordinates (in the same way as
By those means one constructs new dynamical systems from known ones. The next result asserts that the property of being expansive is preserved under the smash product. 
Proof: For simplicity consider the case when Ω has two elements, and Γ ω coincides with N for both ω's. So assume that (V, f ) and (W, h) correspond to expansive actions of N on V and W repectively, with v 0 and w 0 being fixed points for f and h, respectively. Then the dynamical system (V ∧ W, f ∧ h) corresponds to an action of N 2 on V ∧ W. 
where g V and g W are metrics on V and W, both of finite diameter and of a suitable regularity.
Denote by d g(t) the distance on V × W induced by g(t), and consider the family of metric spaces { (V × W, d g(t) ) | t ∈ ]0, 1] }. As t goes to zero the couple (V × W, d g(t) ) ceases to be a metric space because all the elements in V ∨ W (recall that base points are understood) are at zero distance.
After those remarks it is interesting to note: Lemma 4.1. One has the convergence
in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense as t goes to zero (see [Gro1] ).
In the Gromov-Hausdorff metric space identify (V × W, d g(t) ) with (V × W ) t for every t in [0, 1] , to denote by
the set of dynamical systems obtained, where
Since by assumption both (V, f ) and (W, h) represent expansive N-actions, we conclude that ( (V × W ) t , (f × h) t ) represents an expansive action of N 2 for every t different from zero: indeed, the property of being expansive is a conjugacy invariant that does not depend on the metric chosen (see Section 3.1).
To conclude the proof we add further conditions to the functions κ and ρ to ensure the expansivity property on (V ∧ W, f ∧ h) thanks to the metric d g (0) .
Let c V and c W be expansivity constants for (V, 
whenever (n 1 , n 2 ) is in N 2 .
Choose different points [v, w] and [v ′ , w ′ ] in V ∧ W, and exhaust all the possibilities to infer the expansiveness of (V ∧ W, d g(0) , f ∧ h) with expansivity constant min{c V , c W }.
The extension to the general case is direct. 
Concluding Remarks
Expansive actions of groups and semigroups on closed manifolds have been studied in this work, with an emphasis on the link between the algebraic topology of the spaces and the dynamics induced by the actions in them.
The nerves of generating covers provide an interesting possibility to reconstruct a manifold up to homotopy equivalence, and the rate of such a reconstruction is given by the entropy of the dynamical system. New complexity functions have been introduced, all of them making reference to the evolution of the nerve of open covers for the spaces in question. Those complexity functions are a generalisation of the usual topological entropy, and from our perspective they are a measure of the speed at which k-simplices are generated to achieve the desired homotopy equivalence, this for every k smaller or equal than the dimension of the space.
The metric condition that characterises an expansive action on a space requires that nearby points, no matter how close they are to each other, will be separated by the action at least by a certain amount given by the expansivity constant: this is of course reminiscent of chaotic behaviour. The surprising phenomena is that under such a process the nerve of every cover that is fine enough evolves towards a simplicial complex that is a good approximation, in a rough sense, of the space itself... Along the lines of this work, an interesting program seems to be, for every closed manifold of dimension at least three (or for a bounded class of them up to homeomorphism to be realistic), to find the simplest amenable group and/or semigroup that provides an expansive action, if any. Were that program successful in certain classes and dimensions, the results tailored in this work could only be the tip of the iceberg.
